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Abstract. We demonstrate that the previously introduced Widening
framework is applicable to state-of-the-art Machine Learning algorithms.
Using Krimp, an itemset mining algorithm, we show that parallelizing
the search finds better solutions in nearly the same time as the original, sequential/greedy algorithm. We also introduce Reverse Standard
Candidate Order (RSCO) as a candidate ordering heuristic for Krimp.
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Introduction

Research into parallelism in Machine Learning has primarily focused on reducing the execution time of existing algorithms, e.g., parallelized k-Means
[23,17,14,26] and Dbscan [11,4,7]. There have been some exceptions, such as
metalearning and ensemble methods [9], which have employed heterogeneous algorithms in parallel, and [3], which describes the application to simple examples.
Recent work [2,15] describes Widening, a framework for employing parallel resources to increase accuracy. With Widening, measures of diversity are used to
guarantee the parallel search paths’ exploration of disparate regions within a solution space, thereby stepping around the common greedy algorithmic tendency
to find local optima. Thus far, work has concentrated on a proof-of-concept and
demonstrative application to algorithms for solving the Set Cover Problem
and the creation of Decision Trees. This document describes the same approach,
but with a state-of-the-art algorithm, Krimp [24].
Krimp finds “interesting” itemsets from a transactional database via the
Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle [21]. The authors summarize the
method as “the best set of patterns [being] the set of patterns that describes
the data best,” where the best set of itemsets is the set that provides the highest compression using MDL. The algorithm not only provides a solution to the
problem of pattern explosion, thereby greatly reducing the set of itemsets used
to generate association rules, but provides exceptional performance in other applications such as classification [24].
This paper demonstrates that it is possible to apply Widening to find even
more interesting sets of itemsets than those found by the standard Krimp algorithm.
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Fig. 1: Refine and Select with l = 3 and k = 2.
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Widening

Given the set of all models, M, that describe the solution space for a typical
greedy machine learning algorithm, m(·) ∈ M is a model which describes a
portion of the solution space. It is iteratively refined by a refinement operator,
r(·), based on a subset, x, from a training dataset T , i.e., m0 (·) = r(m(·), x), x ⊆
T . The derivation of a Decision Tree is one example of this process [15].
In contrast to that above, in the Widening framework a set of models,
M ⊆ M, is the result of a refinement operator based on data from T and a
diversity metric, ∆, which describes some minimum difference between the resulting models, {m01 , · · · , m0l }, i.e., M = r∆ (m) = {m01 , · · · , m0l }. For clarity, the
data elements from the training data are eliminated from the notation.
A selection operator, stop−k (·) is employed to select the best k models at each
step [15]. Mi+1 = stop−k (r∆ (Mi )). The results of the selection operation are
further refined until some stop condition is met. This iterative refine-and-select
process, as depicted in Figure 1, is conceptually similar to a beam search [19].
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The KRIMP Algorithm

In the area of Itemset Mining, Krimp finds the set of “most interesting” itemsets
in a transaction database based on MDL, i.e., Krimp defines the best model,
m, as the model that maximizes the compression of a transaction database, D,
encoded with that model and the compression of the model itself [21,24].
Given a database D composed of transactions t ∈ D, Krimp finds the subset
of itemsets, X, from the set of all itemsets, X , that maximally compresses D.
Krimp calculates the size of the encoded database using the codelengths of
prefix-free codes, which are related to the frequency of the appearance of an
itemset, x ∈ X, in the database and to the Shannon entropy: L(x) = − log2 P (x),
where L(x) is the codelength measured in bits of an item or itemset in the
database, and P (x) is the relative frequency of the item’s or itemset’s appearance
in the database [24].
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Fig. 2: The Krimp algorithm.

Krimp begins with the generation of the Standard Code Table, ST , which
is merely a code table comprised of only the individual items from the set of
all single items, I. The codelength of a given transaction, L(t) is the sum of its
compositional codelengths.
Krimp then iterates through a list of candidate itemsets, F, generated by an
algorithm external to Krimp, such as Afopt [18] or Apriori [1]. Each of the
candidate itemsets from F is temporarily inserted into the code table CT , where
all relative frequencies are determined and the compression evaluated. If it provides better compression, it is kept as part of CT and if not, it is discarded [24].
A general flow diagram is depicted in Figure 2.
The size of the encoded database, L(D|CT ), is the sum of the encoded
lengths of all transactions. The size of the encoded Code Table, L(CT |D), is
the size of each code plus the lengths of the encoded itemsets, for which the
single items from ST are used. The compressed MDL size of the database
is the size of the encoded database plus the size of the encoded code table.
L(D, CT ) = L(D|CT ) + L(CT |D) [24]
Both F and CT are ordered heuristically to maximize compression. F is ordered according to the Standard Candidate Order, which orders primarily by the
itemsets’ support in descending order, secondarily by cardinality in descending
order, and tertiarily by lexicographical order, as a tie-breaker. The rationale is
that itemsets with larger support are likelier to cover more transactions and are
evaluated first. Itemsets with the same support are sorted secondarily by cardinality, because larger itemsets cover more items in each transaction, reducing
the number of itemsets or items required to cover a transaction [24].
CT is ordered using the Standard Cover Order, which orders primarily by
descending cardinality, secondarily by descending support, and tertiarily lexicographically, again as a tie-breaker. The rationale is that larger itemsets are
preferred for their ability to cover more of each transaction. Of those, the ones
with a larger support are more likely to cover more transactions in the database,
thereby providing shorter codes [24].
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Krimp also includes a post-processing step for each iteration called Pruning.
If the relative frequency of any itemset in CT decreases as a result of adding a
new itemset, CT is re-evaluated with each itemset in CT singly removed. If any
of the itemsets’ temporary absence from CT enables a better compression, it is
discarded. Results in [24] indicate that Pruning improves overall compression
performance marginally, but can dramatically reduce the number of itemsets
providing that level of compression.
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Widenend Krimp

A given path through a Krimp solution space is based on two things: 1) the order
with which the candidate itemsets from F are evaluated, because the acceptance
of a particular itemset into CT influences which itemsets are accepted in later
iterations, and 2) the order in which the itemsets in CT are used to cover the
database. Varying either of these two heuristics’ orderings varies the solution
path through the solution space and introduces diversity from the other paths
taken.
For use as ∆ in the refining function, r∆ (·), two explicit measures and one implicit measure of diversity are investigated here. Explicit measures p-dispersionmin-sum and p-dispersion-sum select maximally diverse subsets of candidates
from the candidate table. Implicit method, Directed Placement, is investigated
with respect to the ordering of the itemsets evaluated for covering the transactions in CT .
p-dispersion-min-sum maximizes the sum of minimum distances between
pairs of members of the selected subset [20].
Definition 1 p-dispersion-min-sum.1 Given a set F = {F1 , · · · , Fn } of n
itemsets and l, where l ∈ N and l ≤ n, and a distance measure Jaccard(Fi , Fj ) :
Fi , Fj ∈ F between items Fi and Fj , the l-diversity problem is to select the set
F : F ⊆ F, such that
F ∗ = max f (F ), where f (F ) =
F ⊆F
|F |=l

l
X
i=1

min

1≤j≤l,i6=j

Jaccard(Fi , Fj ), Fi , Fj ∈ F [20][16]
(1)

p-dispersion-sum maximizes the distance between all members of the selected
subset.
Definition 2 p-dispersion-sum. Given a set F = {F1 , · · · , Fn } of n itemsets
and l, where l ∈ N and l ≤ n, and a distance measure Jaccard(Fi , Fj ) : Fi , Fj ∈
1

The canonical names from the literature, p-dispersion-min-sum and p-dispersionsum, are maintained here, even though in this context, they should be called “ldispersion-min-sum” and “l-dispersion-sum.”
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Fig. 3: At each iteration, the next F ∈ F is inserted into each of the parallel code
tables at a depth il . Refinement is shown only for one table in each iteration.
F between itemsets Fi and Fj , the l-diversity problem is to select the set F : F ⊆
F, such that
l

F ∗ = max f (S), where f (F ) =
F ⊆F
|F |=l

l

XX
1
Jaccard(Fi , Fj )[20,12]
l(l − 1) i=1 j>1

(2)

p-dispersion-sum has the side-effect of pushing the selected members to the
boundaries of the original set. This results in selected sets that are less diverse
and representative of the dataset than those that are selected by p-dispersionmin-sum [20].
The Directed Placement diversity heuristic functions by inserting the next
candidate itemset, F ∈ F at a position with different fractional depths into l
parallel instances of CT . The depth inserted into CT is a function of l, where
the depth is il |CT | : i = 1, . . . , l. Because the role of each itemset in the covering
algorithm is dependent on its position in CT , positioning F at different depths
explores diverse solution paths. This method of diversity is implicit, because the
diversity between different CT tables is not measured directly. See Figure 3.
An additional heuristic ordering of F called Reverse Standard Candidate
Order (RSCO) is introduced here. It orders the candidate itemsets primarily
by cardinality in ascending order, secondarily by support in descending order,
and tertiarily by lexicographical order as a tie-breaker. In combination with the
Standard Cover Order heuristic for covering transactions, RSCO attempts to
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mimic the Pruning subalgorithm; candidate itemsets with larger cardinality
are examined later but are inserted before the smaller itemsets already in CT .
With Standard Cover Order, small itemsets whose potential ability to efficiently
cover transactions are “shadowed” by larger itemsets and have a lower relative
frequency used for the compression calculation. In contrast, using RSCO, smaller
itemsets that may have a beneficial effect, yet show up too late in the list to be
considered with Standard Candidate Order, can still be evaluated.
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Experimental Results

Compression of D with CT , L(D, CT ), is compared to a baseline compression of
D encoded using only ST , L(D, ST ). This paper follows the convention of [24]
in using the compression ratio measured in percentages, where lower is better.
L% = L(D, CT )/L(D, ST ) ∗ 100. [24]
The notation |CT \ I| indicates the number of non-singleton itemsets used.
For a given compression level, a smaller number of itemsets is considered more
interesting. Krimp optimizes for both L% and |CT \ I| by evaluating L% first,
and then bettering |CT \ I| with the Pruning subalgorithm.
All experiments were conducted in KNIME [6] and used Apriori [1,8] with
a minsupport of 1 to generate the set of closed itemsets. The datasets used were
the LUCS-KDD-DN [10] discretized versions of the Breast Cancer Wisconsin
(Original) [25] (Breast) and Pima Indians Diabetes Data Set [22] (Pima) datasets
available from the UCI-ML Data Repository [5].
Evaluations in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 compare three methods, KrimpGreedy ,
KrimpRSCO and KrimpDiverse . KrimpGreedy refers to the baseline “standard” Krimp implementation used within KNIME; KrimpRSCO refers to the
implementation in KNIME, using RSCO for ordering F rather than Standard Candidate Order, because the results with RSCO for the Breast and
Pima datasets were actually better than Standard Candidate Order;2 and
KrimpDiverse refers to Krimp with a method of diversity being evaluated.
Krimp has two performance metrics for a model; solution pairs are shown in
the form of hL%, |CT \ I|i. Results are shown with and without Pruning for
KrimpGreedy and KrimpRSCO . All experiments with KrimpDiverse were performed without Pruning because we felt it would introduce another variable of
diversity for which we were not controlling.
Experimental solution pairs are also shown at the position found hl, ki, where
l is the number of refined models and k is the number of models selected according to compression performance.
5.1

Diverse Candidate Selection

Both of these methods of subset selection are performed with replacement, because early experiments without replacement on F candidate tables generated
2

This is just an artifact for these two datasets. Preliminary results not shown here
demonstrate that RSCO does indeed perform better than SCO for some datasets,
albeit not consistently across all datasets tested.
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KrimpGreedy
KrimpRSCO
KrimpDiverse

Heuristic
Pruning L% |CT \ I|
F (Candidate Table)
CT (Code Table)
Standard Candidate
Standard Cover
no
18.11
29
Order
Order
yes
17.61
28
RSCO
Standard Cover
no
17.86
28
Order
yes
17.82
26
p-dispersion-min-sum + RSCO Std. Cover Order
no
17.97
28
p-dispersion-sum + RSCO
Std. Cover Order
19.42
34
RSCO
Directed Placement
17.39
26

Table 1: Breast Dataset Results Summary.

from closed itemsets demonstrated that there were simply not enough candidate itemsets for evaluation to generate solutions sets of reasonable performance
for larger values of k. With replacement, in order for the algorithm to come
to completion, the first element in F is removed after each iteration, ensuring
the algorithm’s completion after |F| iterations. This method naturally entails a
dependency on the initial ordering of F.
A summary of the results for the Breast dataset using the p-dispersion-minsum diversity metric for F candidate selection can be found in Table 1. The
experiments were run with all combinations of l ∈ {5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50} and
k ∈ {1, 5, 10, 15}. The best solution for KrimpDiverse with p-dispersion-min-sum,
h17.97%, 28i was found at hl, ki = h50, 10i, which was better than KrimpGreedy
without Pruning h18.11%, 29i, but not better than KrimpGreedy with Pruning
h17.61%, 28i. KrimpRSCO with Pruning performed even better at h17.82%, 26i.
KrimpDiverse with p-dispersion-sum was run with all combinations of l ∈
{5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50} and k ∈ {1, 5, 10, 20, 50} and as expected, the best solution
pair h19.42%, 34i was not nearly as good as that with p-dispersion-min-sum, and
was found in an even larger search space of hl, ki = h50, 30i.
The experiments with KrimpDiverse with p-dispersion-min-sum were run
over a smaller search space when compared to KrimpDiverse with p-dispersionsum after recognizing that the results had already reached the goal of beating
one of the KrimpGreedy scores.
Due to run-time constraints (See Section 6.) experiments were not performed
with diversity-based candidate selection on the Pima dataset.
5.2

Diverse Cover Order

The results of the Directed Placement heuristic with RSCO as the Candidate
Selection heuristic are also summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Experiments were performed on the Breast dataset with all combinations of l ∈ {5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50}
and k ∈ {1, 5, 10, 15}. The heuristic found a solution h17.39%, 26i outperforming the best Krimp variant. Additionally, the solution was found in a much
smaller search space, when compared to Diverse Candidate Selection, with the
best solution found first at hl, ki = h10, 10i.
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KrimpGreedy
KrimpRSCO
KrimpDiverse

Heuristic
Pruning L% |CT \ I|
F (Candidate Table) CT (Code Table)
Standard Candidate Standard Cover
no
35.6
66
Order
Order
yes
34.4
53
RSCO
Standard Cover
no
34.3
63
Order
yes
33.7
49
RSCO
Directed Placement
no
32.9
56

Table 2: Pima Dataset Results Summary.

The Pima dataset showed an interesting property in that paths to better
solutions were sensitive to increasing k, the number of selected models to be
refined in the next step, but not in l, the number of refinements in each step.
Better results, h33.2%, 61i, than KrimpGreedy and KrimpRSCO both without
Pruning were found immediately at hl, ki = h5, 5i. In fact, all solutions found
with the Directed Placement heuristic with RSCO showed better L% than either KrimpGreedy or KrimpRSCO with or without Pruning. The best solution
found for the Pima dataset was h32.9%, 56i at hl, ki = h5, 50i. This result has
significantly better compression and yields nearly the number of itemsets as
KrimpGreedy , but not nearly as good as KrimpRSCO .
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Discussion and Future Work

In general, absolute timing values are not necessary for timing comparisons. To
a first order of approximation, Krimp runs in O(|F|×|D|×θ) where θ is a factor
describing the average length of CT during the entire execution of the algorithm.
(It should be noted that the authors of [24] saw a performance improvement in
execution speed after implementing the Pruning subalgorithm, because of a
smaller value of θ.) Accounting for application of a diversity measure and the
use of a performance measurement for selection, Krimp runs in O((|F|+∆+Ψ )×
|D| × θ), where O(∆) is the measure of the complexity of the diversity heuristic,
and O(Ψ ) is a measure of the complexity of the performance measurement.
Although p-dispersion-min-sum was able to find comparable results to the
standard Krimp implementation (better than KrimpGreedy without Pruning),
the computational cost is significant. Selecting a subset of p diverse elements
from a larger set is a variation of the p-dispersion problem and is N P-hard [13].
Moreover, a comparison of this metric to p-dispersion-sum demonstrates what
could be a pitfall for applying p-dispersion-sum: a much wider solution space had
to be searched, hl, ki = h50, 10i versus hl, ki = h50, 30i. Although at least one
of these diversity measures fulfills the desire to show that widened data mining
can find better solutions than the traditional greedy algorithm, it is insufficient
for a requirement of finding better solutions in the same or less time than the
traditional greedy algorithm, which is the ultimate goal of Widening.
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Directed Placement, however, was able to significantly improve on the solution found by standard Krimp in [24]. For the Breast dataset, the results were
even better than the results found with KrimpRSCO . Directed Placement also
showed a partially better solution with the Pima dataset. In comparison to the
other diversity metrics presented here, Directed Placement has a much smaller
overhead for generating diverse solution paths. It must be noted, however, that
the claim of “better solutions in the same or faster time” in this case is not
strictly accurate. For large values of |F| and |D|, the influence of O(∆) for the
Directed Placement diversity heuristic becomes negligible. The evaluation of the
models for selection, O(Ψ ) is also negligible for Krimp, because it is merely a
comparison of the best L%. Additionally, Directed Placement provided the best
Widened result in a significantly smaller search region than the other diversity
heuristics.
Ideally, a Widened algorithm is able to find a better or the best solution in
the same time as the traditional greedy algorithm. The pitfall of the methods
described here is that both a performance evaluation (Ψ ) and a synchronized
comparison of results from the parallel workers are required. This would be
avoided with a communication-less [15] approach where the parallel workers
would be able to refine and select without requiring a synchronized comparison
step. Additionally, although the better solutions found by Widened Krimp meet
the definition of “better,” further research into how well the smaller sets perform
as classifiers or in other Krimp applications is necessary. The effects of including
the Pruning subalgorithm on the dataset compression, and the corresponding
solution space paths also require further investigation, as does the magnitude
and interplay between l and k for different datasets.
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Conclusion

In this paper we have validated Widening for the first time using a state-of-theart algorithm for itemset mining, Krimp, and shown that it is possible to use
the novel approach of Widening to find significantly better solutions than that of
the traditional greedy algorithm by searching diverse regions of a solution space
in parallel. We have also introduced RSCO, a new Candidate Table ordering
heuristic for Krimp that can provide even better results for some datasets.
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